
L3 Pre-Calculus 
Remote Learning - Week 9 (6/01/20-6/05/20) 

 
Reminder: All work is due by FRIDAY at midnight. If you need an extension, please reach 
out to me ahead of time via email. The work laid out in this week's activities will be used 
to determine if you earn credit for this course.  Insufficient or poorly completed work will 
need to be revisited to ensure that you receive credit. 
 
As always it is suggested that you record notes in a journal on this material. However this 
will not be checked at this time. 
 
Topic: Limits Part II 
 
Objectives:  

● Determine limits using algebraic properties of limits 
● Determine limits using direct substitution 

 
Essential Questions:  

1. What are the methods used to determine limits? 
2. How should you determine when a limit doesn’t exist? 

 
Readings/Resources/Videos: 

● Limit properties - Khan Academy (5:07 min) 
● Limits of combined functions - Khan Academy (4:08 min) 
● Limits of combined functions: piecewise functions - Khan Academy (4:12 min) 
● Limits of composite functions - Khan Academy (5:11 min) 
● Limits by direct substitution - Khan Academy (2:06 min) 
● Undefined limits by direct substitution - Khan Academy (2:13 min) 
● Limits of trigonometric functions - Khan Academy (6:05 min) 
● Limits of piecewise functions  - Khan Academy (3:48 min) 
● Limits of piecewise functions: absolute value - Khan Academy (6:19 min) 

 
Assessment:  
To receive credit for this week’s work you must complete the following while logged into 
your Khan Academy account. You must earn at least a 75% on each practice/quiz for credit. 
You are allowed unlimited attempts.  
 

1. Limits of combined functions: sums and differences - Practice (4 questions) 
2. Limits of combined functions: products and quotients - Practice (4 questions) 
3. Limits of composite functions - Practice (4 questions) 
4. Limits by direct substitution - Practice (4 questions) 
5. Direct substitution with limits that don't exist - Practice (4 questions) 
6. Limits of trigonometric functions - Practice (4 questions) 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/v/limit-properties
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/v/limits-of-combined-functions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/v/limits-of-combined-functions-piecewise
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/v/limits-of-composite-functions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/v/limit-by-substitution
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/v/undefined-limit-by-substitution
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/v/limits-of-trigonometric-functions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/v/limits-of-piecewise-functions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/v/limit-at-a-point-of-discontinuity
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/e/limits-of-combined-functions-sums
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/e/limits-of-combined-functions-graphs
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5a/e/limits-of-composite-functions--graphs
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/e/find-limits-by-direct-substitution
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/e/identify-undefined-limits-by-direct-substitution
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/e/determining-trigonometric-limits


7. Limits of piecewise functions - Practice (4 questions) 
8. Limits and continuity: Quiz 2 - Quiz (7 questions) 

 
There is no Quizizz assessment this week due to the high volume of Khan Academy work.  

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/ab-1-5b/e/limits-of-piecewise-functions
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-calculus-ab/ab-limits-new/quiz/ab-limits-new-quiz-2?modal=1

